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As a result of rounding, responses to the questions covered in this report may not aggregate to 100.

The story

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

The survey gathered the views of over 9 000 people aged 18 to 30, all of whom were students at leading universities from across 
Central Europe and France. Our respondents include Millennials and some of the earliest members of Generation Z.

This report investigates the plans and motivations of future business leaders from across 19 European countries – those ambitious and hard-working 
young people who are already proving themselves at some of the continent’s best universities. 

The questions we put to them in our survey covered many areas relating to what matters most when choosing a job and an employer. We also asked how 
they perceive businesses around the world and about how their attitudes have changed since before the pandemic.

The research has given us a new, yet familiar, picture of an emerging generation taking its first steps onto the career ladder – young people preparing 
themselves to face the latest technological and economic disruptions in today’s fast-changing world. They do not shy away from hard work, although their 
approach to work-life balance differs from previous generations. They are keen to spread their wings and explore the world away from home. And they are 
motivated by personal goals and ambitions rather than a high starting salary. In other words, they want success in all facets of life. If employers want the 
best and brightest graduates, they therefore need to tune in and listen carefully to their expectations – the ‘what’ and the ‘why’ behind their ambitions. If 
not, employers run the risk of losing valuable, new and exciting young talent to the competition. 

Our report will help you understand these questions and how the brightest young people from across Europe are answering them.
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‘Fast Trackers’ They want nothing more than to get on in their careers. This is central not just to their financial 
progress, but to their social advancement too. That is why they commit 100% of their total potential to the job –
rather than having time off, they would rather use it to get more done at work. They have the confidence to believe 
that whenever they make an effort they can always outperform others. But they’re not easily satisfied – because 
working hard is all about that next promotion, they get little satisfaction from a day of intensive effort.

‘Eager Beavers’ For them, work is its own reward. Nothing beats the satisfaction they can gain from a good day at the 
office. So, while they firmly believe that they should make sacrifices in their private life to get on at work, they never 
see it as an unpleasant duty. While they certainly see work as key to their social and financial advancement, however, 
they also have some interests outside their jobs.

‘All Rounders’ They’re really balanced. They value the importance of professional work and their friends almost 
equally. And work’s not only a way to develop personally, it’s also how they fulfil their duties to society. It goes 
without saying that they’d work even if they didn’t have to. And while work is far more important than simply helping 
them gain promotions and make more money, it’s not the be-all-and-end-all for them. Their life away from work really 
matters too, and they never feel that they ought to give up outside interests because of the demands of the job.

By-Standers’ Work is far from the most important thing in their lives. They also have little regard for education, so 
work isn’t even a foundation for self-development or learning. They don’t want to let it get in the way of enjoying life 
and seeing their friends. It’s merely something to put up with because they’ve got to earn money somehow – if they 
could get by without a job, they’d probably give it up like a shot. But money does matter: they see wellbeing and 
affluence as important factors, so working is a necessary part of their lives whether they like it or not.

The four groups

• By-standers: 13%

• Eager Beavers: 28%

• Fast Trackers: 31%

• All Rounders: 28%

Four groups

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market
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Respondents’ profile

• 66% of respondents are women; 32% are men and 1% prefered not to identify themselves with any gender.

• 17% of respondents are at 21 years of age; 15% at 23; 14% at 20; 12% at 22; 9% at 19 and 7% at 24 years of age.

• 54% of respondents are between 18 and 22 years old; 23% between 23 and 24 years old and 23% between 25 and 30 years old.  

• 88% are full-time students; 15% chose online studies; 6% corresponding studies and not more than 3% are part time students.

• 97% are/were university students and 10% attend/attended professional schools (e.g. technical college).

• 18% study economics; 17% management and administration; 12% Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs); 9% finance, banking and 

insurance; and 8% law.

• 25% hold bachelor’s degree (56% are studying to obtain bachelor’s degree); 1% have engineering titles (1% are studying to obtain degree in 

engineering); 15% hold master’s tile (12% are studying to obtain master’s degree).

Personal outlook

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market
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Assessment of current economic situation and state of the labour market

• Only 3% perceive economic situation in the country they work/study as quite good or very good; 38% as very poor or quite poor.

• 16% assess situation in the labour market in the country they work/study as quite good or very good; 30% as very poor or quite poor.

• If asked before the Covid-19 outbreak – 45% of respondents would have given more positive opinions about situation in the labour market; 

49% - the same and 6% would have been more negative.

Assessment of own financial situation

• 40% assess their current financial situation as quite good or very good; 9% as very poor or quite poor.

Willingness to relocate

• 76% of respondents are studying/completed their studies in the same country where they finished their secondary education.

• 25% plan to move abroad to pursue their career; 22% declare they do not intend to relocate and 53% are unsure what they will do.

• 49% are willing, rather willing or definitely willing to move to another country for a job.

• For 77% of respondents, COVID-19 pandemic did not influence their willingness to move to another country for a job; for 16% it has decreased. 

• 30% plan to pursue their career in the United States, 14% in the United Kingdom; 11% in Germany; 8% in the Netherlands; 5% in Canada, 5% in Italy 

and 5% in Spain. 

Personal outlook

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market
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Self-assessment - as a potential or current employee

• 89% perceive their capabilities (knowledge, skills, abilities) as a potential or current employee as rather high, high or very high.

• 10% declare their capabilities are average and 1% asses them as very low.

• 78% of respondents declare their colleagues/friends perceive them, rather perceive them or definitely perceive them as leaders.

How universities, colleges or professional schools have prepared students for professional duties 

• 62% claim their universities, colleges or professional schools have prepared them very good or quite good for their professional duties.

• 30% state they are prepared neither poorly nor well and 7% declare they received very poor or quite poor preparation.

How much time it will take to find a job they want

• 23% think it will take them up to 1 month to find a job they want.

• 46% predict it will take them up to 3 months.

• 18% anticipate it will take up to 6 months.

• 9% predict it will take up to 1 year and 3% - more than a year.

Personal outlook

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market
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Respondents’ working experience and educational plans

• 60% of respondents have/had jobs or internships related to the field of their studies in their countries; 34% have volunteering experience; 32% 

have/had temporary or seasonal jobs; 28% have/had job/internship unrelated to the field of study in their countries; 26% attended soft skills courses; 

24% attended additional educational programs offered by employers (e.g. case studies, etc.).

• 56% are currently employed or do internships.

• 74% of respondents have been or are currently employed in full time job (40h per week).

• 36% do not have working experience compatible with their studies or profession and 20% have over 24 months of such working experience. 

• 50% work 10 or less hours a week; 16% between 41 and 50 hours; 13% between 31 and 40 hours; 9% between 11 and 20 hours and 8% between 21 

and 30 hours.

• 21% of respondents who are currently employed intend to stay with their current employer for the next 2-3 years and 19% declare they will leave it.

• Within 2-3 years after graduation 53% of respondents plan to start MBA studies; 46% intend to take courses preparing for professional certifications; 

23% aim to obtain the PhD title; 17% declare they will start post-graduate studies (additional 1-2 year studies after completing BA/MA studies without 

formal title) and 11% do not plan further education after graduation.

Personal outlook

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market
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Experience to date

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Professional and educational experience to date

5%

6%

9%

13%

18%

19%

21%

24%

26%

28%

32%

34%

60%

Self-employment

Job/internship abroad related to the field of study

Job/internship abroad unrelated to the field of study

Job searching training/workshops (e.g. self presentation…

Student mobility program (e.g. Erasmus)

Student organization (e.g. AIESEC, ELSA, student self-…

Temporary or seasonal jobs abroad

Additional educational programs offered by employers…

Soft skills courses/workshops (e.g. negotiations,…

Job/internship in your country unrelated to the field of…

Temporary or seasonal jobs in your country

Volunteering

Job/internship in your country related to the field of study
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Ranking competencies

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Self-assessment of competencies vs perceived value to employers

99%

94%

90%

89%

89%

88%

86%

85%

85%

85%

85%

85%

82%

78%

74%

70%

47%

38%

32%

67%

34%

25%

61%

23%

72%

6%

5%

5%

11%

29%

15%

31%

Ability to effectively learn new things

Digital literacy

Problem solving

Self-organization (good planning and keeping deadlines)

Communicativeness

Resilience (persistence against challenges, obstacles,…

Logical/analytical thinking (information analysis,…

Independency at work and in making decisions

Teamwork (teaming)

Delegating and coordinating work of others

Empathy

Conflict solving

Leadership

Entrepreneurship and initiative

Creativity

Stress resistance

Self-assessment of capabilities (rather high/high/very high) Capabilities most valued and sought by current/potential employers
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Expectations regarding employers

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Important factors when choosing an employer

2%

3%

3%

5%

5%

5%

30%

46%

5%

5%

6%

8%

13%

5%

24%

25%

14%

7%

9%

13%

17%

15%

13%

8%

Opportunities to develop
career interntationally

Job security

Opportunity to work from
home

Opportunity to have flexible
work schedule

Employer's reputation

Friendly work atmosphere

Salary offer

Career development plans
and opportunities

First choice Second choice Third choice
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Expectations regarding employers

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Reasons to leave an employer

1%

2%

2%

2%

4%

6%

8%

19%

26%

30%

3%

5%

7%

4%

10%

5%

12%

23%

19%

10%

4%

7%

7%

9%

7%

13%

20%

5%

19%

8%

No sense of certainty and stability of employment

Too few opportunities for career development

Routine/boring work

Poor communication with superiors

Stressing work

No time for private life due to too much work

Low salary/ better financial offer by another employer

Insufficient opportunities for professional development

Poor atmosphere/negative relations at work

Insufficient appreciation of my work

First choice Second choice Third choice
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Decisions about a job

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Important aspects when choosing a job

1%

1%

1%

3%

7%

7%

9%

14%

56%

2%

5%

3%

3%

15%

16%

11%

27%

13%

3%

11%

7%

5%

9%

11%

17%

18%

6%

Attractive benefits/fringe benefits

Possibility to collaborate with high class
specialists

Quiet working environment (without tension
and stress)

Positive social impact (useful/meaningful
from the society perspective)

Interesting and developing projects

Great opportunities of advancement

Work-life balance

Attractive salary

Possibility to develop and acquire new skills

First choice Second choice Third choice
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Target employers

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Preferred company types

45%

11%
1%

5%

3%

20%

15%

Large international company

Medium-sized or small foreign company

Large national company

Medium-sized or small national company

Start-up

My own

I have no preference
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Values essential for young people

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Most important values

2%

4%

7%

11%

13%

13%

17%

23%

26%

28%

30%

42%

52%

55%

82%

84%

Religious beliefs

Prosperity of the motherland

Opportunity to participate in…

Success, fame

Contact with culture (art, music,…

Freedom to voice one's own views

Peace

Honest life

Respect of other people

Wellbeing, affluence

Life full of adventures and experience

Education

Professional work

Friends

Happy family

Good health
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Values essential for young people

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Value of work (top choices)

9%

21%

37%

42%

58%

58%

73%

74%

82%

95%

Work is basically an unpleasant duty

Work is just a way to make money

My life is primarily focused around work

Work is the core source of human satisfaction

Work is the core source of contacts with other
people

Work is a duty to the society

Work without a chance to a career makes no sense

Work is key to social advancement and affluence

I would work even if I did not need money

Work offers opportunities to fully develop human
potential
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Values essential for young people

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Importance of work and self-confidence (strongly agree/agree with the following statements)

93%

85%

81%

81%

Finding an attractive job is primarily up to my efforts,
experience and competences

Professional work in my family has always been an important 
value – something to value and respect

It is only up to me and my effort related to work that will drive
my career

Most of my friends work or try to gain valuable professional
experience
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Values essential for young people

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Professional life, work ethics and work-life balance

15%

21%

36%

41%

42%

46%

47%

52%

I complete my tasks even at high costs

At work I commit 100% of my potential

I would wish that work left more free time for other
activities and rest

I do everything to comply with my professional duties

It is good to be kept busy at work and actively look for
activities

Work should not require that I resign from other things I
do in life

With hard work I can achieve more than others

I feel satisfaction after a day of intensive work
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Source of innovation

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Motivating tasks

5%

8%

11%

12%

13%

15%

16%

17%

18%

25%

28%

30%

32%

33%

36%

36%

42%

45%

80%

Without much risk

Known and mastered

Supporting appreciation by fellow colleagues

The result of which is up to team work

Exceeding my professional interests

Supporting appreciation by superiors

The result of which is primarily up to me

Providing an opportunity to use foreign languages

Useful for others

Constituting a major challenge

Providing an opportunity to use modern technologies

Basing on strengths I have

Creating an opportunity to meet new people

Compliant with my professional interests

Important for the company's interests and objectives

Providing an opportunity to work in an international environment

Important for professional benefits (promotion, raise, bonus)

Developing and expanding my expert knowledge

Offering an opportunity to learn something new and acquire new know-…
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Which way to go

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Young people’s aspirations

11%

17%

35%

36%

More than in a career I am interested in horizontal
development and gaining various experience

I wish to reach the medium/high managerial level

I wish to occupy key managerial functions in
business

I primarily wish to be an expert in my field, not
necessarily in managerial position
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Understanding leadership

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Faces of leadership

1%

5%

8%

9%

11%

15%

17%

17%

17%

24%

26%

26%

30%

31%

33%

52%

53%

58%

64%

An autocratic approach (all decisions made by…

Driven by financial results

Has market foresight

Visibility within and outside of their organisation

Well networked

Ensures their business has a positive impact on wider…

Passionate/enthusiastic

Advanced technical skills

Good presenter/speaker

Visionary

Driven by developing employees

Inter-personal skills

Supports new ideas/innovative products and services

Charismatic

Strong business ethics

Inspirational

A democratic  approach (decisions shared)

Decisive

Strategic thinker
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Understanding leadership

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Leadership priorities

2%

3%

5%

7%

23%

23%

24%

34%

38%

44%

44%

51%

Their own personal  income/rewards

Meeting short-term financial goals

Actively supports environment

Dealing fairly with its suppliers while ensuring they…

Developing new and innovative products and services

Employee's well-being

Making a positive contribution to local…

Improving efficiency/increasing productivity

Making a positive impact on clients/customers

Employee's  professional growth & development

Investing in growth and driving business initiatives

Ensuring the long-term future of the organisation
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Thinking about businesses around the world

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Perception of business

44%

48%

54%

64%

66%

They behave in an ethical manner

Their leaders are committed to helping to improve society

They take a strong leadership position on issues that impact
wider society

They show stronger leadership than governments on
important social issues

They focus on their own agenda rather than considering the
wider society
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Age, gender and cultural diversity matters

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Preferred age of a supervisor Preferred gender of a supervisor

27%

49%

1%

23%

26-35 36-50 Above 50 Not important

19%

8%

73%

A man

A woman

I do not
have any
gender
preference
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Age, gender and cultural diversity matters

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Employees of the previous generation

7%

14%

23%

56%

Minimum 30 years older

Minimum 10 years older

Minimum 20 years older

It is not a matter of generation - it is matter of
mindset
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Age, gender and cultural diversity matters

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Perception of differences

6%

17%

40%

87%

93%

95%

I would prefer to only work alongside members of
the same gender

I am afraid that I will find it difficult to find a
common language with colleagues with a longer

career./It is hard to find a common language with…

Older superiors and colleagues do not understand
the needs of young employees

I would prefer to work alongside people of different
cultural backgrounds

Employees with a longer career are a source of
valuable knowledge for people who only begin to

work

I would prefer to work in an organization with a
diverse workforce (in terms of age, gender,

nationality, etc.)
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Rethinking traditional employment models

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Preferred employment options

60%

31%

9%

Full-time/permanent contract with a single employer

Freelancer or consultant working on flexible or short-
term basis

Don’t know
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Rethinking traditional employment models

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Preferred office space arrangements

9%

9%

13%

19%

21%

29%

Desks in open space without attribution to specific
persons (hot desks)

Desks in open space attributed to specific persons
separated with partitions (partially separated)

Not important

Private office room

Desks in open space attributed to specific persons

Office rooms for several persons (2-6)
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Rethinking traditional employment models

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Preferred working arrangements

3%

5%

13%

20%

59%

Not important

Work in an office in fixed hours

Work in office in flexible hours

Work from various locations (e.g. in the office or at
home) in fixed hours

Work from various locations (e.g. in the office or at
home) in flexible hours
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Rethinking traditional employment models

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Preferred options for working remotely

2%

9%

12%

31%

46%

Other

I would not prefer to work remotely - I prefer to
work from the office

I would prefer to work fully remotely

More than a week a month

Once or twice a week
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Rethinking traditional employment models

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Challenges related to remote work

1%

17%

27%

27%

28%

38%

42%

43%

46%

58%

Other

Technology

Overworking – I'm working too much being 
remote

Bad health habits

Prioritizing work

Building professional network

Time management

Communication

Interruptions – family/home duties

Loneliness and lack of human interaction
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Getting insights and connecting with employers

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Sources of information about employers

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

7%

9%

10%

15%

50%

7%

4%

5%

3%

9%

1%

8%

12%

39%

9%

9%

4%

11%

15%

3%

19%

10%

12%

7%

Job boards

Recruiting companies

Instagram

Job fairs

Friends

Facebook

Campus activities…

Job add portals

Company websites

LinkedIn

First choice Second choice Third choice
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Getting insights and connecting with employers

2021 First Steps into the Labour Market

Preferred method of connecting with a potential employer

1%

1%

3%

9%

13%

72%

3%

31%

22%

14%

11%

4%

3%

9%

13%

11%

15%

6%

4%

On-line gamification

Assessment centers

Video interview

Audition process

On-line test (e.g.
numerical/verbal/technical skills tests)

Face-to-face interview

Gamified event at the university

First choice Second choice Third choice
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